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ABSTRACT
Phis paper presents the reason$ WhY thedynamia behav~öur
and the saf'ety of'a steam coöled fast reactolt".is particulal."4
1y dependent on the design and the arrangement of' the.
c()oling cycle .and its components. It points iOlltthat 'by a
suitable design and arrangement a selfcontrolled system
can be obtained and the consequences of' certain major
accidents greatly reduced. Independent of' any spec~f~c
I'~actor design the criteria to achieve this are def'ined ..
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1. INTRODUCTIÖN
_.(
Steam cool.'ed fast reactors are much more influenced regarding
- .....··'0.·'<·· ~~.
their dynamic behaviour and hence their satety bythe cyc1e
feedback than reactors coo1ed by liquid metalt the reason
beingthestrong dependance of· reactivityon thecoolant
density and the large density change possible .. Hence t saf'ety
considerations shou1d be based on how the design of .the
eoo1ing eycle cou1d influence the density changesand shou1d
outline th~ resulting possibilities ..
In the following sections mainly theproblem of the dynamic
stabi1ity of' the steam cooled f'ast reactor and its safety
against severe accidents will be dealt with.
1t will be investigated which requirements should be posed
on thecooling cyc1e, regarding the dynamic behaviour 01'
the reactor and how and to what extent these requirements
can be met. The authors are quite aware thatthe inherence
of' dynamic stability and safety against accidents are not
necessari1y an overriding principle but that they constitute
highly desirahlecharacteristics. Inherent1y unstab1ereac-
tors, as for example the gas-cooled type, can be operated
quite satisfactorily by meansof the control system" and
the safety risks, as the rod drop accident 01' the hoiling
water reactor can also be controlled by a safety system.
Furthermore other aspec'ts have to be t~en in account in
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the reactor plant design, e .. g .. the optimization with respect
to the costs and cost strueture, the breeding ratio and the
lang-term tuel supply, the exclusive use of already av:ailable
m.aterial and hardware and cf proven. system components ..
However, these last.aspects will not oe considered as primary
factors in the following investigations, because the specific
aim of this study 1s to show the development tendencies to
be adopted in cases where the inherent safety 18 of primary
interest .. 1t remains than to oe seen whether the resulting
requirements are 1nc9mpatible with the other aspects to be
taken in account,or whether they even support them.
2 .. REACTOR MD COOLING CYCLE AB A SELF-CONTROLLED SYSTEM
2 ..1 The Principle of Selt-control
If asmall reactivity step (Ak«]. $) i8 introduced in;;o the
aore of a reactor operating at constant power, a new
equilibrium will be establisheo. ata higher power level,
Q .,.•. AQ provideO. the core 18 stable.. In a Na-cooled reactor
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this eoncludes the event, since there 18 only a slight
feedback cf the eooling cycle. If the power i8 to be reduced
to "the initial level,.this must be done with the aid of
control rods .. In a steam. eooled reactor, by contrast, the
steam temperatureinerease Li~ and the resulting density
decrease ~~ of the steamfirst e.ffeets an.other reactivity
increase, if the steamdensity eoefficient ~~ is negative.
Fig. 1 shows the sehe~atie diagram cf the analogue model.
Now, the higher temperature ofthe superheated steam results
in a grieater steam generation in the evaporator.. Thesteam
thus additionally 'generated, eauses the pressure in the
~"
ey~porator, Pk' and hanee the steam density in the core to
riss, whieh reduees>the :z:oeactivity and the power of' the reac-
tor. By suitably designing the_cycle, this mechanism will
<
reduce the power to the initial level without any movement
of contra! rods .. Thus, reactor and eycle form a self-con-
trolled system, similar to the mutual feedback of;neutron
flux and vold fraetion in a boiling water reactor .. This
charaeteristie behaviour of a steam eooled fast breeder
indicates the decisive importanee of arrangement and design
of its components .far the dynamic stability..
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2.2.Demands on the Cycle
Fig. 2a shows thepressure increase after a reactivity
• ,<"-
increase withou:t the feedback cf i;he pressure on reaetivity"
The pressure remains eonstant at first .. 1t starts to rise
after the hottersteam reaehes theevaporator. Finally, the
pressure increase will become liIlear,when all pipe walls and
other parts contacting the superheated steam. have been warmed
~.:
up to the higher temperature Qf the 8uperheated steaIn which,
consequently, remains constant"This cu:rve 18 called the
transfer function of the cut circuit .. Fig" 1 shows the
location of the cut.
The reaetivity feedback of the rising presEure starts the
,
sooner the shorter the dead times and delay times of the
cyele.. For simplification we shall treat the dead times :1\
in thesame wayasthe delay times Tu in the following
eonsiderations ..
Moreover, the feedback will ba the strenger the higher tha
"
slope K ef the transfer function. However, for a given total
delay time Tges there 1s a boundary value Kkrit above whieh
the system performs rising oscil1ations .. Below the boundary
value the oscilla'tions .die out, and this the more strongly
''''
the larger the distanee trom Kkrit ," Ir oneregards the delay
time as a pure dead time (Fig. 2b)~ the stability condition
~?~ reads
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(1)
Applying thisformula one remains on the safe side, sinee
in the real system the feedback will start earlier and more
softly, whieh makes.thissystem more stable than a system
with a pure dead.time ..
The stability condition shows ~rit to 'Oe proportional to
1T' ' i.e~ the smaller Tges the larger theslope .K~lIlay
. ges
be and the faster will 'Oe the control of disturbanees. The
optimum value Koptis a'Oout reached, when the time integral
of the deviation beeomes a minimum:
f.; dt :: mine
X
w
:: deviation öf power, pressure,
temperature or other quantities
from astationary value to whieh
they .becom.e redueed by self-control.
Factorization of Kindicates by what measures this opti)1'l'Uln
value can bereached.
The slope K of the transfer funetion is calculated in the
ease of apressure 1ncrease from the gain KC of the core
effeetive· for the cycle and the cypae.ity (; of the cyele:
(2)
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= power increase
pressure9-~crease
c = energyreSllfrement
pressure •Ulc.rease
[~~]
[M~~J
(3)
KC 18 the larger thehigher the steam density coe:fficient and
the smaller. the DOppler coefficient. The larger KO' the mor~
the power will increäse in the case of' a pressurereduction •
• ·0.·... :. •
Henee, KC should be small hut positive" As a consequence, in
order ,tc reaen the optimum va1ue of K, the capaeity C of the
cyelemust be ehanged ..
Thepossibility"of'these requirements being met will now be
discu.ssed.
2.2.1 Gain of the Core
The thermal power ofthe D-l core at .max .. burnup rises by- 2 %
per atmosphe~e cfpr~ssure reduction. 60 %of the power .
iD.crease go into the eycle, 40 % into t].le main turbine[1,31 ..
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The gain cf the core effecting self-control thus is
K. - 0.02 x 0.6 x 2500 ~ = 30 ~C - I at at
The effect of reducing KC is very .favourableon iihe dynamic
stability, as will be shown later.
In~~~1 various possibilities of reducing the gain of thecore
are discussed.
The economica11y most effective way is to increase the power
density of the fuel. This requires the intensification of the
heat transfer from the can to the steam. This measure increases
the .. Doppler feedback and thus improves the inherent safety.
2.2.2 De1ay Time
The heat transport from the fue1 to the evaporator is de1ayed
by the following processes:
1) Heat transfer from fuel tdsteam
I
2) Transport of steam from core to evaporator
3) Heating of pipesaD.d structures co.ntacting the
.superheated .steam.
Anumerical consideration shows how and.to what extent it is
possible to reduce the total de1ay time.
Theindividual delay times are discussed in the sequence of
their order of magnitude and their significance:
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a) Reheater. If a reheater heated with live steam is
envisaged, itwill cause most of thedelay time.
This time 1s composed.of the time required for filling
the volume with steam:
•
V
VR
= ..--
V
= live steamvolume of reheater [m3]
= steamflow 1~3J
(4)
and the time required for heating up the reheater pipes:
m
mR °Fe
= • (5)
m 0p
mass of rehea.ter pipes [kg]
steammass flow [k~]
specific heat of steel r kJ 1
lkg 0 0
specific heat of steam at
constant pressure r- kJ ]lJcg 0 0
For the reheater of the D-I designei) the sum of these periods
is about
(6)
This relatively long delay time prevents a fast feedback and
reduces the inherent stability of the system .. Since, in
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addition, reheating leads to disadvantages inthedesign,
end as the economic advantage to be gain~d by an inerease in
efficieney is small due to the low fuel eyele eostsof a
breeder reactor, itt?hould be investigated in each individual
ease whether l"'eheating is reasonable or not. Because of the
lang delaytime öf the reheater only a reactor without one
will beconsidered in the following.
b) The time constant of the heat transfer from the fuel to the
steam depends on the diameter and conductiv~ty cf the fuel and
ofthe can. Yith a fuel rod diameterof 7 mm it is
TB = 2 sec.
This time constant cannot be greatly reduced, since it is
impossible to change the material properties of t he fuel
arbitrarily and sinee a smaller rod diameter would inerease
the aosts of the fuel eyele. Renee, TB is a lower limit for
the whole delay time and a measure·of all the other delay
times. The total delay time should not be mueh higher than TB.
c) The delay time eaused by struetures to be heated is
InFe CFe
TF =--.-----e m C
p
For mFe the mass of those struetures should be inserted whieh
follows a temperature ehange of the superheated steam. In the
aase of thiek~walled components the temperature disturbanee
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will penetrate only.to a depth 01' some 10 mm within a few
seconds ,cf. Fig.3.. A raalistic value for tue mass 01' iron
to oe heated in this way is about 20 t in a 1,000 l'11rle reactor.
Thus,
TFe =: 1 sec.
This delay timecouldbe reduced by thermal insulation
d) The yimerequired for the outlat plenum to 1'ill up a volume
01' VA a 30 m3 is
(8)
For design and safetyreasons the volume VA and thus the time
TA cannot be reducedarbitrarily.
e) The delay time Tpin the superheated steam pipes is composed
01' tue transport time 01' the steam
L
=' .....
w
length ofpipe [m]
Lm
s
· .Jvelocity ofsteam L
and the time rqquired to heat a 1 cm thick layer (mass m ... )p
01' the pipe Wall
mp CFe
= •
m Cp
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FiS;. 4 shows t14e dependence on pipe length anddiameter of
the de1ay time. I:f the steam :flow of a 1,000 MWe reactor 1s
separated into four or six partial cyc1es an.d ifsteam
velocities of 40 to 50 'i are selected,) this results in pipe
diameters of 0.4 to 0.5 m. This provides D, within close 1imits~
The length of pipeshould oe below.lQm to prevent the delay
time TR from consuming too much cf the total delay time ..
At L = 10 m,
PR .. 0.7 sec.
Pipes of about that length presuppose a compact design.
Under these cirumstances the total de1ay time is
Tges = 4.2 sec.
Phis is 2.1 times thevalue of TB and can be reached on1y by
compact design without reheater.
2.2.3 Capacity of the cycle
As will be shown below, this delay time of 4.2 sec is so
short that now the capacity C also should be made as small
as possible to approachthe optimum value of K. A numerical
treatment will show which are the largest capacities ahd in
what direction the design of the components should be
influenced therefore.
Realistic data of a compact cycle are used.
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The capacit;yC J!'!~~J is composed or four contributions:
a) ca.pacity df the evaporators CL
b) capacity of the steam volumes ("vD
c) capacity of the pipes C
- p
d) eapacityof the blanket and the installations CBL to
the extent that<their temperature is raised in the
same wayby apressure increase as the saturation
temperatureof the steam.
a) Evaporator
1) Water Volume
The water being in thermodJ7Ilamicequilibrium i'iith the
saturated steam increases its heat content in the case
of apressure increase by
C
vi
(10)
n l density cf water r~l:5 ' ILm J r~Jlh' saturation enthalpy of irmter t- JIkgl
[.. ~
p saturation pressure of water [at]
With a volume of water Vy = 40 m3 the result is
OLl = C w V", = 93
M1Js
Vi at (11)
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2) Steam Volume
1 m3 or steam volume has the speciric c;pacity:
CD = ( h" .... h) .2& = 1,8 MYs
sp dp m3 at
h 1J saturation entha1py of steam [~]
hsp feed water enthalpy [~~]
~ steam ~eIlsity [=~]
If the steam volume is V = 150 m3 then the steam capacitys
is:
CL2 = cD V :11 270.
MYs
s . ·aii
(12)
The total capacity of the e~aporator ist then
CL =a CL1 + CL2 :: 363~~s
c) If there are four pipes each for saturated and super-
heated steam, in the di~ensions L = 10 m (length) and
D = 0.5 m (diameter)y then the pipe capacity is
(14)
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c = 1t (; 1:t!' .... h ) ):n? L ~ :; 20 MWsP 4' \ .. sp .... dp at
d) Blanket and.. S1fr-u~ttil:'e'... Ablanket mass IDBI = 70 tonnes
and a structure mass in contact with saturated steam
mFe = 30 tannes has the c.apacity
(16)
(17)
~s [OC] saturation temperature
Accordingly, the total capacity is
If this capacity must be .further reduced, a. reduction of
the steam. valume in the evaporatorsand steam chambers is
of primary importance, a reduction of the water content in
the evaporator of secondary importance",
2 •. 2",4 Stability
The data thus calculatedare inserted in (3) and (1):
K = 0.05 sec-l
(18)
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The dis~ance fram ~he thoeretical stability limi~ with
respect to delay time and capacity in a design satisfying
the above design criteria is characterized by the factor 6.
This i'aetor 1s relatively large; it would permit a further
reduction of theeapacity oi' the cooling cycle.
2.3 Resul~s ofAnalog Computation
The -theoretical predictions about the influence of the
cycle design, on ~he dynamic bebaviour were checked by
means of an analog computer.
Fig. 5 shows the behav.iour of a steam cooled fas~breeder
reactor following a 0.1 ß reactivity step.
Curve 1 applies to a reactor with reheating and small
caPCicity of the cycle.The behaviour is unstable,
charac~erised by oscillations (not to be seen on the
figur~). In curves 2 to 4 stability is achieved by various
means. Curve 2 applies ~o a lower gain KC of the cere, which
can be obtained, e.g., by a smaller steam densi~yeoefficient
er a strönger Dopple!.' .feedback.The strong influence cf this
parameter.iseviden~.Curve 3 applies to a reactor without
reheating. The feedback cf the cycle starts earlier. In curve
4 the capacity of the eycle has been incr,easedby' increasing
the water content in the evaporator. The stability has been
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improved, ou"t 'the steam "temperature and thus also the can
temperature reach a higher maximum.
Fig. 6 shows the transien"t response f'ollowing the failure .
of' one blower. The pressure at "the reactor mIet decreases.
Because of' the decreased pressure head each of' the undamaged
blowers f'e·eds more s'team 'tha.n. before 'the disturbance so that
the decrease in the total s"team flow i8 partially set off.
This effec"t i5 themore pronounced and the rise iri steam
temperature 1s the lesser the flatter the blower
charac~eristic (Fig.7). In 'that respect a flat characteristic
1s favourable. Qnly near the stability limit a flat
characteristic Will .entail some disadvantages, because the
steam flow in this case will oscillate more strongly (Fig.8).
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\3. SAFETY
It has been shown so far that a design and arrangement of
the cycle is possible which safeguards stable load operation,
i.e .. operation in whieh small reactiv~ty ehanges are eontrolled
automatieally.
Further to the previous section, which dealt with small; finite
reactivity di~turbanees, the severe aecidents will be investi-
gated now.
It will be examined by what design measures, with respect
to the design end arrangement of the eooling cycle, the
inherent safety of the steam cooled breeder reactor can be
safe~a+ded as much as possible against those severe accidents,
wgieh are caused by a fast density change of the coolant, i.e ..
precisely those which are specific to this type of reactor ..
Bavere accidents are those in the course of which steep reac-
tivity ramps are induced in the core which make the reactor
become prompt-criticaland heat the fuel to evaporation until
>
they are terminated by partial disassembly of the cora ( Bethe-
Taft excursion). For a given reactor designthe consequences
~
of these accidents are largely dependant upon the ramp rate
( in $ /sec .. ).Hence, the potential of savere accidents is
given and limited by the maximum possible reactivity ramps.
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3.1 Bevere Accidents
On thebasis ofthe assumption that the steam cooled,reactor
will be t100ded tor loaq.iJng and unloading as weIl as tor the
removal of decay heat over prolonged shutdown periods t there
are three possible mechanisms that may result in the generation
cf steep and suffictentl,V- long reactivity rampEn
1) Rapid redu,ction of the steam density in the core
2) Unflooding of the reactor from the near critical state
3) Ccre meltdown.
These thr~~~l accident will now be investigated to
ascertain under whatboundary conditions the steepest ramps
will arise.
Adl) - Density Reduction
The steam density in the core can be reduced by an increase in
the temperature end by a reduc'tiion of pressure. In both aases
a reduction of density up to very small values is possible. If
one starts from the normal density of steam in the cere t which
is between~:= 0 .. 1 g/cm3 (·saturated steam, 150 at ) and 0.0'1 g/cm3
( average density at normal power), it is possib1e in the case
of the D-l aore, see Fig. 9, to induce a reactivity in the aore
of 5.+ 6 %~ 15 + 18 $ by density reduction.
If the densityis reduced only b~ a reduction of pressure
- 19
( eog. in case of a pipe rupture ), relatively moderate
reactivity ramps will result. A detailed investigation of
the D-l reference design, for instance, showed a,maximum
possible ramp by density reduction of 4 ~~I sec (3)
Only if a simultaneous fast increase in temperature 1s
superimposed upon the pressure decrease, a considerably
higher ramp rate could result. This simultaneous action
occurs for instance if there is areversal or flew in the
cere. i.eo superheated steam flows back into the cera due to
a fast presBure reduction at the reactor inlet during load
operation, eogo due to the ~upture of a saturated steam pipe.
If no design measures have been taken to prevent reversal of
the flow, ramps up to one order of magnitude higher than the
one mentioned above, may result ..
Ad 2; - Unflooding Accident
Corresponding to curve 2, Fige9. a positive reactivity may
be induced by flooding as weIl as by unflooding.. But the
reactivity peak, according to present results of calculations(4)~
will not be higher than 5 $ .. Hence, fJ.ooding of the cold
critical reactor will not be able to i~nduce sufficient
reactivity i.or a Bethe-Tait excursion.In a hot reactor the
blowers prevent inadvertent flooding by their delivery head ..
Moreover, reactivity measurements taken before flooding can
ensure that the cora 16 sufficient~y subcritical not to become
... 20-
supercritical again during flooding, becausemethods of
f51\ .
reactiv1ty m~as1.,1remeni; are known1 'J 1 the use of which will
safe~T detect reactivities down to - 6 $.
Henee, we have to consider only the unflooding accident in
this context •.The flooded reactor is subcritical by at least
+ '. '., " •
... LikF , 1.e.by ..;. 25 $ • SJ.nce there is a high noise level
( gamma activity, spontaneous fis.sions) in a highly burnt up
fast rea.etor core, all methods of measuring reactivity known
atpresent will fail with a subcriticality of that degreeo
Henee,. anapproaeh tothe eritical state beyond - Ak; cannot
be indieated direetly by the control channels.
There are two possibilities of a dangerous approach to the
critical condltion:
(a) Control rods are withdl"awn from the flooded core, by
oper?-tor' s error, more than neces'sary to make the reactor
critical after unflooding.
(b) The core 1s reloaded by too much enriched fuel; this is
credible, since the reactivity of the core is generally
increased by reloading. Normally', there is an uncertainty
with respect to the reactlvity condition preeisely when the
core isto be unflooded.
- 21 -
iik
'In both cases the reactivity curve T"' =: f (f?K ) is shifted
upwards, see curve 3 in Fig. 9. A react1vity ramp is induced
by rapid, inadvertent unflooding, e.g. due to a pipe rupture
or faulty valve actuation. !I'he slope depends on the rate of
unflooding, the total reactivity induced on the degree of
overloading or the number of rods withdrawn, respeetively.
Sinee there is high internal prassure and only a little ~iater
needs to leak out to unflood the core completely, very steep
unflooding rampsare possible with an adequately large cross
section of outflow.
Disregarding any design measures or engineered safeguards, the
potential of this accident 1s above 100 $ /sec.
The probability of this accident has to beassessed in any
specific case. However, since the possibility of this acc1dent
1s fundamentally inherent, e1ther the probability must be
made sufficiently small,for instance bya safety system or
by engineered safeguards,or the maximum possible ramp ratel
must be sufficiently limited by design and arrangement of the
eooling cycle. This latter possibi11ty will be investigated
here.
Ad (3) - Core Meltdown
Ir the fu.el@~s malt dOirJn in the center of the cora because o.f
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insuffieient eooling, the eora will collapse ... The eönseqence
is a reactivity increase by eo~e eompaetion, enhanced by the
displacementof the coolant from the molten zone .. This
reactivity ramp results in the so~called secondexcursion.
The m~ltdown dueto decay heat under acceleration by gray!ty
generally does not result in such a large releas~ of energy
as to damagethe pressure vessel,as is shown. in [~J ~
,
1!owever_., if the meltdown is introduced by apower excursion
of the types 1 or 2, the ramp is increased by 2 effects:
(a,) The core will melt down at high power, i.e .. the times
at which al1 rods begin to melt will be compressed into a very
short span, and
(b) The molten components are accelerated by flow forces
in addition toacC(eleration by gravity..
This process is called " forced meltdown n and may result in
a considerably higher ramp. rate than the above mentioned melt-
down type ..
Apremise of the forced meltdown is, that the preceding ramps
due to density reduction or unflooding aceident have not
resulted yet in a disassembly and thus· subcriticality of
- 23 .,..
the cora. This condition 1s readily possible in bothcases. '
The density can be reduced so slowly that the can will malt
bafore the fuelevaporates., and the ramp in ari. unfloeding
accidentcan be termina.ted before the cere i8 destroyed.
see curve 3, Fig. 9.
This can be summarized in the statement that the three types
of accident
1) Density reduction with flbw reversal
2) Unflooding accident
3) Forced meltdown
maypotentially result in very steep ramp8, if not design
measures are provided to reduce these.
3.2'Safety Reguirements
For an investigation llowand to what extent design end
arrangement alone can limit the consequences of fast density
changes in a reactor in general and those of the severe:;
accidents mentioned above in particular, the safeiiy requirements
of the cooling cycle should first be formulated in a general
way.
The following requirements have to be fulfilled:
1) The maximum possible ma.ss flow out of a leak, suchas in
the case cf a pipe rupture orwrongly actuated valves. ~ust
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be.limited, sinee in all three types of aceident the maximum
leakrate of water ·or. steam determines the ramp slope"
The mass flo'W iri: a leakLt2jo is determinded essentially by
the cross section of the leak.. Henee, sufflcient restrietion
of the possib1e 1eak cross seetions must be ensured.
2) Hot superheated steamentering the core, caused. e.g .. by
flow reversal <iue to pipe ruptures and the 1ike, should be
prevented by design.
These two requirements limit al1 three types of seVrere
aecidents. The specifie characteristics of the steam eoo1ed
breeder reactor however, neeessitate two additional require-
ments for safe operation without major risks:
3) Operat:i,ona1 unf100ding must perm!t a control ef reactivity,
beeause three reasons render unflooding apotentially
hazardous operation at higher burnups:
a) Unflooding induees a positive reaetivity cf the order of
severalpereent;
b) Reactivity cannot be measured aceurately before unf'looding;
c) Loading and shuff1ing of the fuel elements in the flooded
eora will increase reaetivity.
This makes it a prerequislte "tihatall reaetivity movement;s be
controlled during unflooding and that 'tillflooding be interrupted
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and refiooding be initiated immediately 11" too close an
approach to the eritieal state is indicated .. This operation
should be controlled along similar prineiples as the scram~
which 1s characterized by the f'ailsaf'e prineiple, redundant
control channels, etc ..
4) Protection 01" the pressure vessel must be safeguarded not
only in nuclear hut also in non-nuclear acc1dents .. The pressure
vessel 1s the only component with vital f'unctions which 1s not
replaceable .. Hence, it merits special precautions in a1~ acci-
dents .. Ii' the pressure vessel should suffer cracks under ten-
,.. ..
sion, this will result in a final shutdown 01" operations,
whereas the meltdown of a few rods or even the disassembly
of' the interior of the core will lead only to an interruption
in operation. under favourable circumstances. The pressure
vessel is endangered especially by fast pressure decreases
due to thermal stress. Apressure reduction. b7 blowingotf
is unavoida.ble even in simple accidents; such as -ehe rupture
of a pipe be'tween the pressure vessel and the shutof'f' devices.
The targe-e should be to avoid damage to the-.pressure vessel
by tension cracks in these cases.
At the end of these stability and saf'ety considera.tions and
the requirements derived from them, it should be pointed out
that these considerations were not based on a specific design
'andconseq:Uently do not constitute a saf'ety analysis .. These
requirements still have to be harmonized with the other
requirements to be made of a complete d.esign ..
This approach differs fundamentally fram the conventionaJ.
method employed,e.g. in the Na-l study (6,7) or the D-l
study [1,31, where a· d,~sign was submitted. first on the basis
of which. the safety investigations were then carried out .. This
approach, too, can result in a design that meets usual safety
requirements, as shown rh r~l" In addition, a specif'ic design
allows the evaluation and correlation of other aspects, whiah
ware mentioned in the introduction, in addition to individual
aspects cf stability and safety..
Oontrary to those approaches, theemphasis on inherent stabi-
lity and th~safety aspects mentioned above will be followed
consequently belowand will give rise to the question cf
which design ~endencies are particularly satisfactory.
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4-.. IMPLmENTATION OF SAFETY .AN]) STABILI'l:Y_ REQUlREMENTS
4.1 Venturi Tubes
The first safety requirement, namely the !ar-reaching
limitation of potential leak cross sections in the co6ling
cycle, can be met primarily by the fol1owing measures:
1) Separationof steam !lows into a multitude of pipes
Q~ smallerdiam.eters.
2) Arrangement of Venturi tubes for flow limitation in
each major steam line~
These two measures are conventional and weIl khown from the
ooifingwater reactor.Ä separa~ion of the inner coo~ing
cycle into. several (between 3 and 6) parallel1öops i8
required already for operational safety reasons. As shown
inthe 'n-l stUd,{Ö]$ these measures in themselves will
already contribute a sufficlent amount of safety. However,
if it 18 intended to investigate to what extent the limitation
of the leak cross section may b,e achieved in an extreme case,
the result 1s that the breakdown of the steam flow into very
many pipes with narrow venturi tubes will result in high
capital costs and large flow losses. Hence, a possibility
of avoiding these disadvantages will oe discussed in the
following.
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4.2Integ~ated Desißn
As J;m.n:ted outabove, in a LoefJ'ler cooling cycle about 60· %
of the superheated steam flow leaving the reactor 18 returned to
the evaporator by theiImer cooling cycle to evaporate the
"
f'eed water.•. Onlyabout 40 % of the superheated st.eamis bled
off the inner cycleandused to drive the turbines (BlQw~r
dri~ing turbine, pCfwer turbine, and auxiliary turbine). The
whole i~er coolingcycle is integrated in a .$urrounding
pressure ves~el. In such a design the number of high pressure
superheated steam lines penetrating the pressure vessel 18
reduced t<Y less than haJ.f of the number encountered in a
dsintegrated design. There .are no venturi tubes at a1.1 in
the.superheated steam l.ines cf the inner cooling cye1.e since
these lines are loaded no longer with pressure so that no
nuptut-e i8 to be antieipated. Moreover, integration avoids
the p08sibility offlo'W' reversal in the reactor core, because
now only a pipe from the eorete the turbine may rupture.
4.3 Bertes Turbine
The consequene~s of the rupture ()f a superheated steam line
can be redueed by us1ng series turbinesto drive the blowers ..
In this arrangEment, as shown in Fig. 10, the whole super-
heated steam flow to the power turbine 1s first expanded in
the blowerdriving turbines, where the major part of the head
required to produce the driving power is used up in the nozzle
ring.. This causee high ve10c1t1es·. in the smallest cross
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seetion of the nozzle ring,whieh are approaehing sOllie
veloeity'deperid.ing upon. the liydraulie design adopted. Sinee
all of the turbines'team flows first through iihe driving
turbines i t isensured that in thecase of a rupture of the
superheated steam line beyond these sertes turbines the
whole mass flow coming out 18 11mited by the velQcity of
sound in the nozzle ring.. This 1s a de-cisive advantage,
beeause in thi8 way 1t i8 possible to reduce the increase
in mass :flow 1:n the case of a pipe rupture to a minimum and
the throttling th1s requires does not entail anyloss in
normal operation but actually serves tQr power generation
in the driving turbines cf the blowers.
The integrated design with sertes turb1nes thus 1s an
efficient and practical protectionagainst .the consequences
of the rupture or a SUpkrheated steam line. This ean he
very signitieant in the caseof this line rupturing outside
the containment., since the reduction of the reactivity ram.ps
strongly diminishes the hazard of bursting cans and the
activity release these will antail ..
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4 ..4 Water Reservoir
The pos81b1e rate ofdensitychanges in the ease of aceidents
ea.:n Ge strongly reduced also by the arra:ngement of water
::t:"eserv-oirs L-.,. the inner cooling eyele .. These water reservoirs
are the Loeffler evaporator and a water jaeket around the core.
Sinee the water eontent oOf the Loeffler eyele should not
exeeed a eertain.limit for dynamics reasons, it will be the
~-,:""",
wa.terjaeket around. the corewhieh has to slow down the
.
reduc'tion rate of the pressurelevel at tue core inlet in the
ease of disturbanees and accidents. It 18 important that the
steamreleased by the_reservoirenters the inlet plenum with~
out any pressure loss.In addition, thi8 water reservoir
safeguards emergency cooling after accidents for a limited
period of time ..
The three measures
1) Integration of inner eooling cyc1e
2} Series turbine as blower drive
.3) WatJer reservoir at core inlet,
aresui"fieient to keep even the ramps of an unf100ding aceident
within acceptabe limits, e.g .. below 30 ß/sec .. This ramp does
not lead to a destruct10n of .the pressure vessel in the case
of a Bethe-Tait excursion, 1 .. e ...if the shutdown system should
fail, as the D-l analysis shows. The reactivity rmnp induced
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by density ~eduction in the ease or the ruptureor a super-
heated steam 1inecan 1:>e 1imited im about 0.1$/see.
4.5 F1oodizw; Tan.~
The requirement of nnflooding contra1 ean be satisfied, among
other means, by having the same pressure in the reaetor and
in the flooding tankduring unflooding and by making an un-
flooding pump lift the flooding water merely to the higher
geodetie level of the flocding tank ('unflooding at equal
pressures') so that it will flow back into the reactor
automatically in ease of.a premature shutof'f cf the flooding
pump. There snou.ld be nO't! va1ves in the unflooding pipe system
which would effect unflooding by overpressure in the case of
maloperation, for this daes not permit sufficient control of
the unflooding procedure.
4 •. 6 Pressure Vessel
The pressure vessel required far a 1,OOOMVe reactor of the
integrated design can no longer be made a steel vessel. Hence,
the use cf prestressed eoncrete 1s aprerequisite for the
integrated designand thus an element to enhance the safety
of large steam cooled reaetors. If there isno reheater for
reasons or dynamics and stability cf the reactor cycle and,
also, because of 1ts teehnological eomplieat1cns, tne
dimensions cf the concrete pressure vessel can be kept so small
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that the highpressure levelof steam coolen reactors can be
safely managed.
In addition, the prestressed concrete pressure vessel fulfills
witheut any restrictions~ the requirement öf .reliabil1tyof the
pressure vessel in the case ef pipe ruptures. The prestressed
concrete i8 maintained.at a temperature below 1000 C 13.t the
jngide by water cooling. In. this way, the actual pressure-
resistant concrete wall 1s kept free cf temperature ch~~ges
and the resulting thermai stresses as may be caused by rapid
pressUr~ reductions. This characte:risticis a censidarable
advantage ovar a stael prassure vassel .. Another advantage
lies in the fact that ifthe burst pressure is exceeded and
this causas a leakage, the inner pressure can be redue ed only
to the extent tha:t the leak is elosed againby the tension of
the cables.
4.7 Evaporators
In order to achieve favourable d.3mamic behaviour, thequantity
cf water stored inthe evaporator should be kept smalJ.. This
requirement could be satisfied by using spray .evaporators,
because here only the water required to desuperheat the hot
steam mustbe injeeted into the superheatedsteam flow in a
fine.ly dispersed spray, and theore'tically the quantity.of
water stored ean thus be made almost. arbitrarily small ..
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However, a.long with the reguiremen't mentionedabove 1t must
beprevented,thatsuperheated steam penetrates through the
evaporator. Yiththe spray evaporator thisdanger is inherent
owing to the potential failureof the feed ~water supply, and"
must be prevent;ed by engineered safeguards" Sines in this
conneetion mainly the problem 01' the inherent aecident safety
la' 01' interest, it will "Da considered. now whether the Loeffler
·'evaporator inherently fulfills the t.WO requirements, i .. e ..
1) SuffieientIy small volume oi water
2) Safe prevention 01' superheated steam penetration.
Inthe Loe.ffier evaporator superheated steam is clown. into a
stagnant., "volume 01' water.. The steam is dispersed iuto single
steam.bubblesby means of nozzles, whieh resu1ts in a good
heat exchange betweenthe hot steam and the water to be
evaporated. The geometrical shape, size, and the fregueney
of the steam bubbles generated decisively control the heat
exchange. These factors are influenced mainly by the velocity
in the nozzle. An increase in the velocity initial1y results
in anincrease in frequency at con~tant aize of the bubbles,
which m.akes :tor anjimproved heat exchange,. Howevar,. from a
certain optimum steam veloeity a further increase will :resuit
in en1arged steam bubbles at eonst~t frequeney, which
deteriorates the heat exchange .. Consequently the optimum steam
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velocity provides .for the smallestpossible volume of water
in the evaporator. E:xp:riments carried out so far hava shown
that the optimum evaporation velocity referred to the free
water surface is around 0.2 m/sec •
.At this velocity the wate!' level above the nozzles required
. . . . 0 .to desuperheat li,va steam of 520 C completely 1s about 25 em.
Thus the necessarywater contentin the evaporators for a
1,'000 ffWe reactor 1s about 40 m3• TlDs volume 18 slllall enough
to meet the requirements for dYnam1c stability. Another result
of the experiments earried out is that most cf the superheat
of the steam. bubbles istransferred to the water during the
bubble .formation aud shortly after the separation fram the
nozzle. So the reduction cf the water level below the l~vel
required for complete desuperheating.will result Qnly in ~
slight residual superheati~ of the steam generated. Fer instan,ce
a reduetion cf the water level by som.a 50% results in a
residual superheatof about5°C• .Rence, the penetrationof
superheated steam is effectivelyprevented in the Loeffler
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4.8Steam Blower
The steam blowers are driven by steam turbines which are
designedas series turbines.to the power turbine rar reasons
of inherent accident safety. This design results in a small
turbine head and in r.elatively small steam volumes at the
inlet end outlet sides. Compared with other possible ways
of arranging the blower turbine, in the case of series
turbines the absolutely'smallest volumetrie stsam fIowhas
to be taken out of thereactor. This also meanS the smallest.
possible diameter or thepenetrations of the pressure vesssl.
The blower divi:ri.~ "turbine can be designed as a single-stage
impeller. The dimensions of such an impeller are aboutthe
same as those of th& bbwer so that the whole blower-turbine
unit ean be designeq as an enclosed system with iiJater
lubricated bearings .. The use of fourblower nnits for a
l~OOO MYe reactor results in impeller diameters of some 400 rum
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for double suctiQnradial impellers .an.d dimensions oi' the
casingof somel.5>mdiameter and 3.0 Jn. length. Such a
machine 1s expecially suited ror an integrated arrang~ment
oi' the.reactor because of its small dimensions and its .simple
design.. A smallerprötotypeof these bloweI.'S has been. success-
fully tested rar more than one year..
4.9 Fuel Elements
1t has been shown that the improvement of stability of the
reactor core is achieved in a particular~y erficient way by
incr~asing the average fuel temperature through raising the
power densityin the fuel. However, because of the limited
permissible canning temperature a higher power density
requires an improvement of heat transfer ..
An increase in· heat transfer was experimentally proven by the
following measures:
1) By theapplication of turbulence prom.oters assurface
roughness ..
2) By spiral fins integral with the ean..
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These prov!sions result in an'me:reased heat 'transfer by
inc::J:'easingthet~'buleneeortheflow medium, by enlarging
the heated surfaee, and. e$pecially, by aeonsiderable
improved .cross mixing of the coolant flow in the eoolin.g
channels. It was shown that the good eross, mixing aehieved
bythe spiral finS substCUltially reduees the hot ehannel
faetor so that for steam temperaturesof 540°0 maximum rod,
powersof some 600 li/em ata maximum. ean temperature around
6600 0 ean oe realized and.the pressure lass inereases only
s~ightly by these measures.
Thus, suitable design of the fuel elementscan markedly
inereFlse the heat transfer and the power density and in
thisway improve the inherent stabilityof the reaetor.
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5. CONCLUSI()N
~hestrong dependence on the coolant density or reactivity
cf thesteam cooled breeder raises anumber of problems
speciric to this type of reactor referring, on the one hand,
to the dynamic behaviour and inherent stabil!ty, on tne other
hand to the safety against accidents. An isolated treatment
o.f these problemsand .or the question in what way they can
oe solved as far as>pd~sible"bYdesign and arrangement of
the components, excluding the safety system or enginteered
safeguards, results in the fo~ing requirements which reaetor
and qooling eycle have to satisry:
1) Total delay times or the dyna:m.ic feedback as short as
possible,
2) Minimum possible integrated deviation in case of
reactivity disturbances CI' changes of load
3) St~bilizationofpressure at reactor inlet
4) Prevention of superheated steam frcm entering the core
5) Leak cross sections in the inner cooling cycle as small
as possible
6) The press.ure vessel must be insensitive to reductions
ofthe innerpressure
7) Controlo.f reactivity movements during unflooding.
1
1
I
i
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\
I
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'Po fulfill these requirements the full.owing design eriteria
ea-n be im.posed on the eyele and i ts camponents:
1) Simple, compaet<eooling .eycle Vfithout reheater
2) Integration of reae'tor with inJler cooling eycle in one
common pressure vessel, preferably a concrete pressure
vessel
3) Increase cf the power densit;y in the fuel by the
~plieation of integral spiral fins and turbulence
promoters ..
4) Use of high performance LoeffTer evaporators with small
water and steam volumes
5) Sufficiently l.a.rge water reservoir near boiling te~perature
at core inl-et
6) Arrangement of blower driving turbines as series 'turbines
with high Mach number ~:ll the nozz1e ring
7) Unflooding into an overhead flooding tank at equal
pressures
These design criteria should be regarded as tremds which have
to be harmonized with th~ other des1gnaspects in the case of
a spec1f1c proj~~t.. However, it 1s appaI'3nt that far-reaching
implementation cf the requirements outlined above 1s possib1e
by a suitable design ef the ceoling eycle and its components ..
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